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BOX AND CONTENT LIST

Box 001:

00001: Ash, James E.—Biographical Data [1 of 3]

00002: Ash, James E.—Reprints [2 of 3]

00003: Ash, James E.—Photographs [3 of 3]

00004: Baumbras, Peter—Biographical Data

00005: Bell, William—Biographical Data

00006: Billings, John Shaw—Biographical Data [1 of 5]
Box 002:

00001: Callender, George R.—Biographical Data [1 of 3]
00002: Callender, George R.—Reprints and Bibliography [2 of 3]
00003: Callender, George R.—Photographs and Clippings [3 of 3]
00004: Carroll, James—Biographical Data [1 of 4]
00005: Carroll, James—Reprints and Bacteriology Notebook [2 of 4]
00006: Carroll, James—Correspondence [3 of 4]
00007: Carroll, James—Photographs [4 of 4]
00008: Clarke, Carl D.—“Rubber Moulages for First Aid Training”
00009: Cluss, Adolf—AMM+L Building Architect, Article
00010: Cornell, Virgil Heath—Biographical Data [1 of 2]
00011: Cornell, Virgil Heath—Photographs and Certificates [2 of 2]
00012: Coupal, James F.—Biographical Data [1 of 3]
00013: Coupal, James F.—Reprints [2 of 3]
00014: Coupal, James F.—Photographs [3 of 3]
Box 003:

00001: Curtis, Edward—Photograph
00002: Dart, Raymond O.—Biographical Data, Correspondence and Photo [1 of 2]
00003: Dart, Raymond O.—Reprints and Honorary Issue of *The Military Surgeon* (1951) [2 of 2]
00004: Dillinger, John—Smithsonian Response to Inquiry
00005: Faber, Hermann—Biographical Data, Correspondence, Articles [1 of 2]
00006: Faber, Hermann—Photographs and Photostat Copies [2 of 2]
00007: Fletcher, Robert—Biographical Sketch
00008: French, R.W.—Reprints
00009: Geier, Harriet—Obituary
00010: Gilmore, Hugh R.—Biographical Data, Correspondence, Reprints and Photographs
00011: Goler, Robert—Reprint, Medical Account Books
00012: Hammond, William A.—Biographical Data [1 of 2]
00013: Hammond, William A.—Photographs and Primary Source Copies [2 of 2]
00014: Henderson, Joshua—Biographical Data, Correspondence and Photographs
00015: Hawk, Alan—Article: “Surgical Pathology in the Era of the Civil War”
00016: Hoff, Alexander Henry—A Calendar to His Papers in the NLM
00017: Huntington, David Low—Biographical Data, Reprint and Photographs
00018: Janeway, Dr. John H.—Biographical Data
00019: LaGarde, Dr. L.A.—Placard: “Experimental Shot Fractures, 1893”
Box 004:

00001: Lamb, Daniel Smith—Biographical Data and Photographs [1 of 5]
00002: Lamb, Daniel Smith—Death and Autopsy [2 of 5]
00003: Lamb, Daniel Smith—Reprints and Publications [3 of 5]
00005: Lamb, Daniel Smith—The Army Medical Museum, A History [5 of 5]
00006: Leikind, Morris—Obituary and Reprints
00007: Levine, Martin G.—Wet-Mount Labeling and Photograph Preservation
00008: Ludlow, Clara Southmayd—Biographical Data and Reprints

Box 0005:

00001: Mathews, Washington—Biographical Data [1 of 2]
00002: Mathews, Washington—Records/Copies and Correspondence [2 of 2]
00003: McCulloch, Champe Carter—Biographical Data, Correspondence and Photographs
00004: McNabb, Paul Edgar—Biographical Data, Bibliography and Photographs
00005: Micozzi, Marc S.—CV and Reprints
00006: Minns, Albert E.—Biographical Data, Presentation Texts and Photographs
00007: Nichols, Henry Hobart—Reference Inquiry Data
00008: Noe, Adrianne—Publications and Lectures
00009: Norris, William Fisher—Article on Work as Ophthalmologist
00010: Otis, George A.—Biographical Data, Reprints and Photographs
00011: Owen, William O.—Biographical Data and Correspondence [1 of 2]
00012: Owen, William O.—Reprints and Photographs [2 of 2]
00013: Purtle, Helen R.—Bibliography, Correspondence, Employee Records, Reprints and
Photographs

Box 006:

00001: Reed, Walter—Biographical Data, Museum Correspondence, Photos/Images [1 of 7]

00002: Reed, Walter—“Walter Reed: A Biography,” by William Bean [2 of 7]

00003: Reed, Walter—Articles Written About Reed [3 of 7]

00004: Reed, Walter—Reprints and Publications, Lectures, Etc. [4 of 7]

00005: Reed, Walter—Clippings, Commemorations, Etc. [5 of 7]

00006: Reed, Walter—Correspondence [6 of 7]

00007: Reed, Walter—Illness and Death [7 of 7]

Box 007:

00001: Reeve, Roy M.—Medical Illustration Service History

00002: Richards, Oscar W.—Reprints, Symposia and Correspondence

00003: Russell, Frederick—Biographical Data, Reprints and Photographs

00004: Schaeffer, E.M.—Letter to Osbourne Oldroyd

00005: Scufeldt, Robert W.—Biographical Data, Correspondence, Reprints

00006: Sledzik, Paul—CV, Reprints and Thesis [1 of 2]

00007: Sledzik, Paul—Symposia and Papers [2 of 2]

00008: Sloan, Ruell A.—Obituary and Reprint

00009: Stauch, Edward—Biographical Data

00010: Thomson, William—“Military Surgeon, Pioneer Photomicrographer, Clinical Ophthalmologist”

00011: Vacura, Gordon W.—Biographical Data and Photographs

00012: Wallis, J. Frank—Wax Modeling Department

00013: Ward, E.J.—AMM Photographer
00014: Whitmore, Eugene Rudolph—Biographical Data and Photograph

00015: Wilcox, Marion A.—Plastic Embedding

00016: Wilder, Helenor Campbell—Silver Impregnation in Paraffin Sections

Box 0008:

00001: Woodward, Joseph Janvier—Biographical Data and Correspondence [1 of 6]


00003: Woodward, Joseph Janvier—Reprints, Addresses and Reprints [3 of 6]


00005: Woodward, Joseph Janvier—Articles about JJW, Part II [5 of 6]


00007: Yarrow, H.C.—Biographical Data

00008: Y'edynak, Gloria—Dental Pathology